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Environmental Impacts of natural gas station versus the other fossil power
generations.

The SAPP Sustainability Bulletin in Mach, 2012 (18th Edition) is focusing on

Environmental Impacts of natural gas power station vs the other fossil power
generations.

What is fossil–fuel power station?
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Thermal power generation is a process in which fuels can be used to heat water and convert it into steam at high
temperatures and pressures. This is done in boilers or reactors. The very hot steam, at temperatures of between
500° C and 535°C, is released and turns a large turbine, connected to the rotating magnet. In this way electricity is
generated, with the energy in the fuel converted into electricity. A Power Station can therefore be defined as a
converter of energy.
There are of course many other methods by which electricity can be generated, for example, by harnessing nature.
A fossil-fuel power station is a power station that burns fossil fuels such as coal, natural gas or petroleum (oil) to
produce electricity. Central station fossil-fuel power plants are designed on a large scale for continuous operation.
In many countries, such plants provide most of the electrical energy used.
The two figures below give an over view of a Coal Power Station and a gas fired power plant.

Big Bend Coal Power Station in United States

gas fired power plant in Mona, Utah

The figure below shows the Electricity generation by Source in USA.

Fossil fuel power stations are the major emitters of CO2, a greenhouse gas (GHG) which according to a consensus
of scientific organizations is a contributor to global warming observed over the last 100 years. Brown coal emits 3
times as much CO2 as natural gas, black coal emits twice as much CO2 per unit of electric energy.
The combustion of natural gas emits almost 30 percent less carbon dioxide than oil, and just under 45 percent less
carbon dioxide than coal.

What are the main impacts from the Fossil fuel generation?

The main Environmental Impacts of Fossil fuel generation are related to:
Air Emissions - fossil fuel is burned, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and mercury compounds
are released. For that reason, the use of new technologies is required to control devices to reduce the amount
of emissions that are released.
Water Resource Use - Fossil fuel -fired power plants use large quantities of water for steam production and
cooling. When fossil power plants remove water from a lake or river, fish and other aquatic life can be killed;
this affects those animals and people who depend on these aquatic resources.

Water Discharges - Refineries release treated wastewater, which can contain pollutants, into streams and
other bodies of water. Likewise, power plants release wastewater, which contains pollutants and is generally
hotter than the water in nearby lakes and streams, often harming fish and plants. This discharge usually
requires a permit and is monitored.
Solid waste Generation - The burning of fossil fuel creates solid waste, like ash and other substances,
However, the use of natural gas to create electricity does not produce substantial amounts of solid waste.
Land Resource Use - Soil at fossil fuel-fired power plant sites can become contaminated with various
pollutants, even after the power plant closes down. For the case of coal fired plants for example, Coal mining
and processing also have environmental impacts on land. Surface mining disturbs larger areas than
underground mining.
The tables below show the comparison of the different resources of the fossil fuel power generation and the CO2
Emissions from fossil fuel combustion by type and Sector.
Fossil

Fuel

Emission

Levels

- Pounds per Billion Btu of Energy Input
Pollutant

Natural Gas

Oil

Coal

Carbon Dioxide

117,000

164,000

208,000

Carbon Monoxide

40

33

208

Nitrogen Oxides

92

448

457

Sulfur Dioxide

1

1,122

2,591

Particulates

7

84

2,744

Mercury

0.000

0.007

0.016

Source: EIA - Natural Gas Issues and Trends 1998

Source: Environmental Protection Agency

How can we reduce the impacts of the Fossil fuel power plants?
Reducing the environmental impacts of your energy use is easy and can be done by making good energy
decisions.
Energy efficiency and clean energy supply choices work together
Energy efficiency means delivering the same (or more) services for less energy. Using less energy means power
plants generate less, which reduces greenhouse gas emissions and improves air quality. Energy efficiency is
practiced during the use of the energy in your home or office.
Clean energy supply includes renewable energy and clean distributed generation, such as combined heat and
power. Many businesses are installing renewable energy and combined heat and power at their buildings to save
them money, reduce their environmental impact, and provide greater control of their energy use.

Conclusion and Recommendations

Although gas is also a fossil fuel, it is considered as the Cleanest Fossil Fuel for electricity generation.
Just to have an idea:
To generate 1 MWh of electric energy from Coal, 0.9 tons CO2, 0.99 tons particulates, 7.6 kg Sulphur and 160 kg
Ash are produced as a result of the combustion.
Whereas,
To generate the same amount of 1MWh of electric energy from gas, only 0.4 tons CO2 is produced as result of
combustion, with no Ash.
Therefore the natural gas power generation is much more recommended than the oil and Coal power generation.
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